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Abstract Similarity among vectors is basic knowledge required to carry out recom-
mendation and classification in recommender systems, which support personalized
recommendation during online interactions. In this paper, we propose a Semi-sparse
Algorithm based on Multi-layer Optimization to speed up the Pearson Correlation
Coefficient, which is conventionally used in obtaining similarity among sparse vec-
tors. In accelerating the batch of similarity-comparisons within one thread, the semi-
sparse algorithm spares out over-reduplicated accesses and judgements on the se-
lected sparse vector by making this vector dense locally. Moreover, a reduce-vector
is proposed to restrict using locks on critical resources in the thread-pool, which is
wrapped with Pthreads on a multi-core node to improve parallelism. Furthermore,
among processes in our framework, a shared zip file is read to cut down messages
within the Message Passing Interface package. Evaluation shows that the optimized
multi-layer framework achieves a brilliant speedup on three benchmarks, Netflix,
MovieLens and MovieLen1600.
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1 Introduction

Collaborative Filtering (CF) algorithms based on similarity [22] have been success-
fully adopted by some commercial systems, including Amazon [14], TiVo [16] and
Netflix [13]. CF relies on the past user behavior to give the recommendation. Given
enough ratings per item, CF becomes the preferred and accurate technique [12]. How-
ever, a recommender system has to manage a massive, growing and changing data set
because of the explosive growth of the World Wide Web. One challenge of recom-
mender systems is to improve the scalability and speedup of the collaborative filtering
algorithms.

A conventional CF algorithm is used to search for neighbors among a large pop-
ulation of potential candidates. A fast but basic CF algorithm, such as Pearson Cor-
relation Coefficient [9] (PCC), can help to afford a frequent but massive update on
the growing data set for a recommender system. If the PCC algorithm [5, 26] can
be accelerated, many CF algorithms will benefit. As complained about in a recent
survey [22], an item-based PCC [14, 20] (IPCC) is expensive in time complexity.
A semi-sparse algorithm [25] can accelerate a series of comparisons among sparse
vectors by making the selected sparse vector into a dense vector locally. However,
to date it has only been used with machine learning algorithms in text-classification
scenarios.

In this paper, we provide a multi-layer optimization to accelerate a recommender
system. It has three optimizing methods at different levels to achieve a large over-
all speedup. For message transfer among different nodes, we make full use of the
sparse data required by PCC and cut down the overhead by reading a shared zip file.
For the basic-level thread on a node, a semi-sparse algorithm is suggested to speed
up sparse vector similarity-comparison, which is the fundamental overhead in a rec-
ommender system. Moreover, in a node based on a multi-core architecture, we wrap
trivial Pthreads into a stable thread-pool using a reduce-vector to reduce the chance
of synchronizing threads with mutex-locks on those critical resources.

Experimental results on Netflix and MovieLens give convincing evidence that the
original IPCC is significantly accelerated in an online recommendation. Specially, in
Netflix, the recommender system based on IPCC takes only 1272 seconds to handle
4,974,870 recommendations for 21,280 test users on an 8-node cluster, including sys-
tem initialization. For a scale of rating matrix R425,596×17,770, this system completes
one recommendation for an active user within 0.06 seconds on average. We accel-
erated the original IPCC with a speedup 32× using the framework. Furthermore,
compared with the conventional sparse algorithm [4], a grid analysis was also done
for the semi-sparse algorithm to illustrate the rationale of speedup.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, the ba-
sic notions and notation will be described, and related work will be summarized. In
Sect. 3, we elaborate the design based on motivations. After an introduction to the ex-
perimental setting in Sect. 4, Sect. 5 evaluates the speed of recommendation. Lastly,
Sect. 6 concludes our work and discusses future research directions.
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2 Background and related work

In a recommender system, given an active user for whom we have limited information
(some given rated items I(a)), a Pearson Correlation Coefficient based on z-score
(mean 0, standard deviation) [9] has been a basic role of finding similar neighbors in
a rated matrix Rm×n, as stated in Eq. (1):

sim(a,u) =
∑

i∈I(a)∩I(u)
(ra,i − ra)(ru,i − ru)

√∑
i∈I(a)∩I(u)

(ra,i − ra)2
√∑

i∈I(a)∩I(u)
(ru,i − ru)2

, (1)

where sim(a,u) is a similarity metric in the common set I(a) ∩I(u) between the active
user a and a candidate u; ra,i is the given rated item i for the active user a; and ru is
the average rating for the user u. For an item-based PCC, the similarity of between
the items i and j can be stated as:

sim(il, ij ) =
∑

u∈U(il )
∩U(ij )

(ru,l − rl)(ru,j − rj )

√∑
u∈U(il )

∩U(ij )
(ru,l − rl)2

√∑
u∈U(il )

∩U(ij )
(ru,j − rj )2

, (2)

where sim(i, j) is the similarity in the comment set U(i) ∩ U(j) between the items i

and j ; ri is the average rating for the item i in the training set; and rj is the average
rating for all users on the item j in the training set.

As illustrated in the above equations, PCC has a space-complexity S(mn) [5, 26]
and a time-complexity O(mn2). PCC based on a distributed platform has good scal-
ability because of the low overhead on space. Moreover, PCC has an eminent paral-
lelism because the main overhead on computation is similarity comparison, and the
good parallelism on similarity comparison has been generally validated by the Map-
Reduce methods [19]. However, as shown in a recent survey [22], an item-based PCC
(IPCC) is still expensive in time complexity.

In the conventional implementation of similarity-comparison based on Eq. (2),
a traditional sparse algorithm [4] will be used to carry out the comparison.

Because it does the fewest multiplications between two sparse vectors, the tradi-
tional Algorithm 1 is conventionally viewed as efficient based on the compact struc-
ture. We observe that elements in an active user’s items ia and iu will be visited and
judged once. In the worst case, to finish the comparison for two sparse vectors, there
are |I(a)| + |I(u)| times of access and judgement. Due to many judgements, embed-
ded judgments in the computing process, and the irregular structure of sparse matrix
operations [8], the traditional Algorithm 1 based on the compact structure seems not
to be easily accelerated by GPU methods [6, 23] or CUDA methods [24].

Given Rm×n, to find the similar neighbors S(a), in the worst case, there should
be

∑m
u=1(|I(a)| + |I(u)|) = m|I(a)| + ρ times of access and judgement, where ρ =∑m

u=1 |I(u)| is the number of elements in the training matrix Rm×n. Thus, elements
in I(a) will be traversed m − 1 times repeatedly. This could be an important reason
why IPCC is still viewed as a time-consuming method. If the repeated traverse and
judgement can be removed, similarity comparison can be accelerated.

We take the semi-sparse [25] algorithm used in text categorization and explore
it in a CF algorithm. It can avoid the repeated traverse and judgement in similarity
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Algorithm 1 Traditional dot product on two sparse vectors.
Require: index[a], val[a], index[u], val[u]

1: float sim = 0.0;
2: for (i = 0, j = 0) to (i < |I(a)|&&j < |I(u)|) do
3: if index[a][i] == index[u][j ] then
4: sim = sim + val[a][i] ∗ val[u][j ];
5: j = j + 1;
6: i = i + 1;
7: else
8: if index[a][i] > index[u][j ] then
9: j = j + 1;

10: else
11: i = i + 1;
12: end if
13: end if
14: end for
15: return sim

comparison, though validity is only checked in the training process of the text clas-
sification. In a training process of classifying tasks, if the training process can be
accelerated by making a sparse selected vector into a dense vector in the similarity
comparison, why cannot we get a kind of acceleration in the recommendation, by
making the selected vector I(a) into a dense vector as demanded in the semi-sparse
algorithm? Because in a CF algorithm, a selected vector I(a) will also be compared
with other vectors in a large training set Rm×n. This motivation encourages us to try
a semi-sparse algorithm in the recommendation domain.

3 Design

Following the above analysis, we revamp the traditional sparse algorithm into semi-
sparse algorithm, and then, multi-layer optimizations are designed to get a speedup
on a cluster. The rationale of semi-sparse’s acceleration compared to the traditional
sparse algorithm will be presented first.

3.1 Semi-sparse algorithm for PCC

In the traditional sparse algorithm [4], elements in an active user’s items ia and iu
will be visited and judged once. So, in the worst case, to finish the comparison for
two sparse vectors, there are |I(a)| + |I(u)| times of access and judgement. Given
a rating matrix Rm×n, to find similar neighbors S(a), in the worst case, there are∑m

u=1(|I(a)| + |I(u)|) = m|I(a)| + ρ times of access and judgement, where ρ =
∑m

u=1 |I(u)| is the number of elements in the training matrix Rm×n. Thus, elements
in I(a) will be traversed and judged m − 1 times repeatedly. However, for a sparse
matrix Rm×n, semi-sparse algorithm can change the time complexity O(m|I(a)| + ρ)

into O(|I(a)| + n + ρ) ≈ O(ρ) in finding similar neighbors S(a).
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Algorithm 2 Dot product on two sparse vectors in semi-sparse algorithm.
Require: index, val, n, m, indexa, vala

//prepare a workplace vector for a batch of dot product
1: float ∗ workplace = new float[n];
2: memset(workplace,0, n ∗ size of(float));

//put the active user’s data onto the workplace
3: for (i = 0) to |I(a)| step 1 do
4: workplace[indexa[i]] = vala[i];
5: end for
6: float sum = 0.0;

//get all comparison in similarity vector
7: for (i = 0) to m step 1 do
8: sum = 0.0;
9: for (j = 0) to |I(u)| step 1 do

10: sum = sum + workplace[index[j ]] ∗ val[j ];
11: end for
12: similarity[i] = sum;
13: end for
14: return similarity

In Algorithm 2, the main characteristic is making the selected sparse vector I(a)

into a dense vector workspace locally, while other sparse vectors are kept sparse. In
fact, semi-sparse uses an extra dense-workspace vector to obtain an acceleration on a
batch of doc products.

Although an extra vector workspace and a batch number m are needed, comparing
with the traditional sparse algorithm, excessive duplication of access and judgement
can be avoided in finding similar neighbors among a large number of candidates.
Thus, to find similar neighbors S(a) for an active user a, the time complexity for
semi-sparse is O(|I(a)| + n + ρ) ≈ O(ρ), because (|I(a)| + n) � ρ. So, compared
with the traditional sparse algorithm, the speedup for the semi-sparse algorithm will
be 1 + m|I(a)|

ρ
. Given a very small m or n, semi-sparse will not be economic because

of the required vector workspace in Algorithm 2.
The traditional sparse algorithm can be implemented effectively on map-reduce

framework, while the semi-sparse algorithm can be parallelized easily by the follow-
ing simple thread-pool.

3.2 Thread-pool for semi-sparse

The thread-pool we designed manages a homogeneous pool of worker threads, re-
duces the thread creation and teardown overhead, and limits the resource consump-
tion as the number of restricted threads. This leads to improved stability for a fast
recommender system.
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Fig. 1 Design the special thread-pool with WrapperFacede pattern

3.2.1 Design and implementation

Generally, the WrapperFacade pattern [21] is used in the design of a simple thread-
pool. This implementation is based on Pthread, and the class-diagram is given in
Fig. 1.

As demonstrated in Fig. 1, the schedule policy for those threads is discarded for
brevity while locks and barriers are implemented in the thread-pool based on Pthread.
The whole thread-pool is wrapped into one class ThreadPoolWrapperFacade, which
can be composited by other classes more easily with a singleton pattern [11] in im-
plementation, and the interfaces are listed in Table 1.

3.2.2 Semi-sparse algorithm based on thread-pool

The data flow shows the brevity in the framework, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Compared
with a standard map-reduce process for a multi-core or multi-processor system [19],
the map stage is merged into the splitting process, while the multi-reduce process is
finished in a special reduce-vector.

To reduce the cost of communication, a dense reduce-vector is designed to store
the temporary result returned from a thread. For example, in MovieLens, an ac-
tive user a will be compared with 63,709 candidates, and then, a reduce-vector
sim1×63,709 will be applied for storing the similarity simi between users ui and ua .
When a worker/thread worker[i] finishes a comparison for ui and ua , this similar-
ity will be set on the position simi for this shared reduce-vector sim. Moreover, to
finish 63,709 similarity comparisons for an active user ua , a worker/thread will be
assigned a series of comparison according to the user’s identifier ui . In providing a
series of comparisons for a thread/worker, the semi-sparse algorithm is superior to
the traditional sparse algorithm.
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Table 1 ThreadPoolWrapperFacade

Methods Descriptions

WorkerGroupCreate Create a work team for different jobs

Param: int min_threads Minimum stable threads in this work team

Param: int max_threads Maximum threads can be applied

Param: int linger Time for desolate a idle thread

Param: pthread_attr_t *attr A thread’s attribute

JobQueue Assign a FIFO queued jobs to the work team

Param: WorkerGroup *pool The target work team

Param: void *(*func)(void *) The job to be assigned

Param: void *arg The parameter for this job

JobFinishWait A barrier synchronize for those threads in queue

Param: WorkerGroup *pool The target work team

JobGroupDestroy Tear down those threads in queue

Param: WorkerGroup *pool The target work team

MutexLock Add a lock for the critical source for a thread

UnLock Unlock the critical source for other threads

Fig. 2 Data flow in IPCC based on thread-pool

Algorithm 3 demonstrates the above ideas. First, we evenly divide the whole com-
parison for ua into NumOfCore parts, and then, each core will accomplish the as-
signed comparison according to the core’s ID.

Then, for every worker/thread based on ThreadPoolWrapperFacade, a semi-sparse
algorithm is used to get the last comparison. The barrier JobFinishWait(workerTeam)
is used for the work team workerTeam for the subsequent merging of the reduce-
vector.

As illustrated in Algorithm 4, with a semi-sparse algorithm, a thread/worker takes
charge of parts of the comparison according to the ID of the core in the recommender
system. After this worker finish a comparison between an active user ua (put on the
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Algorithm 3 An example of ThreadPoolWrapperFacade.
Require: workers //an object of ThreadPoolWrapperFacade
Require: workerTeam //generated by WorkerGroup

//CFSimObj is a wrapped struct for the argument of thread-pool
1: CFSimObj ∗ ssim ∗ [NumOfCore];

//get all comparisons for an active user in Multi-core system
2: for (i = 0) to NumOfCore step 1 do
3: ssim[i] = new CFSimObj(i, sim,workplace, index,val);

//sim is the reduce-vector
//workplace is the dense vector initialized with an active user
//index is the index matrix for a sparse rating matrix R
//val is the value matrix for a sparse rating matrix R

4: workers->JobQueue(workerTeam, getSm, ssim);
//getSm is a function interface for a thread

5: end for
6: workers->JobFinishWait(workerTeam);
7: delete[ ] ssim;

Algorithm 4 Semi-sparse based on ThreadPoolWrapperFacade.
Require: workplace, *arg, NumOfCore

// *arg is the argument of the function getSm
// getSm is defined as void ∗ getSm(void ∗ arg)

1: CFSimObj ∗ cf = ((CFSimObj*) arg);
2: float sum = 0.0;

//get the core of ID
3: int CoreID = cf->IDOfCore;

//get the number of comparisons for an active user
4: for (i = 0) to cf->index->row step 1 do
5: if (i % NumOfCore)! = CoreID then
6: continue;

//a worker only takes the charge of comparison in its parts
7: end if
8: sum = 0.0;
9: for (j = 0) to sizeof(cf->index[i]) step 1 do

10: sum = sum + workplace[cf->index[i][j ]] ∗ cf->val[i][j ];
11: end for
12: cf->sim[i] = sum;

//similarity is set on ith element in reduce-vector sim
13: end for

workplace vector) and ui , the similarity sum is set to the ith element in the reduce-
vector sim.
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3.3 Concurrency and locality management

For a commercial recommender system for many online users, the paradigm we of-
fer is based on the MPI library [1, 17]. To lessen the number of message among
processes for a data-intensive recommendation, each node will have one copy of the
sparse rating matrix Rm×n. PCC is a CF algorithm based on a sparse rating matrix
Rm×n. A sparse rating matrix R can have good scalability because the rating infor-
mation is very sparse. Thus, PCC has good scalability for a recommender system.
For example, in the Netflix data set, the rated movies are less than 2 % of the sparse
matrix R480,189×17,770, and the memory used is less than 2 GB with a sparse format.
However, the sparse matrix R still occupies memory as the scale increases, so one
node has only one copy of the zipped matrix R in the design. As for the parallelism
in a node, PCC based on the thread-pool is used for carrying out the prediction for
each user.

Algorithm 5 IPCC based on MPI with an embedded ThreadPoolWrapperFacade.
Require: Rm×n, Tl×n, givenLength, process_id

//Tl×n is a set of testing or online users
//assign the predicting tasks among nodes in cluster

1: for (i = 0) to l step 1 do
2: if (i % process_id) == me then
3: SmCmpItm(index, val, givenlength, sim, . . .);

//me is the process ID in MPI
//find similar candidates S(a) for an active user

4: getErr(errorElements, . . .);
//get the error elements to predict the error

5: predict(sim, errorElements, . . .);
//predict a ra,i for the active user with IPCC

6: getStatistic(sim, errorElements, . . .);
//get the statistical information for MAE or RMSE

7: end if
8: end for
9: MPI_Barrier(MPI_COMM_WORLD);

//send statistical information to root process (process_id = 0)
10: if me > 0 then
11: MPI_Send(stat, . . .);

//stat is an array for storing different statistical information
12: else
13: for (j = 1) to process_num step 1 do
14: merge(stat);

//merge statistic information from other processes
15: MPI_Recv(stat, . . .);
16: end for
17: end if
18: MPI_Barrier(MPI_COMM_WORLD);
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Table 2 Multi-core systems used in evaluation

Items Centrino Xeon Athlon

CPU type Intel Intel AMD

Core Num 2 8 4

L1 size 16 k 16 k 16 k

L2 size 3 M 1 M 1 M

Clock Freq. (MHz) 2.9 2.0 2.6

Memory 4.0 G 8.0 G 2.0 G

Algorithm 5 gives a global view of PCC based on MPI. In this parallel design, the
cost of communication among processes is limited to merging the statistical informa-
tion, and there are no locks except the barrier for the collective communications in
different stages.

In the next section, we will discuss how to appraise these approaches for a recom-
mender system.

4 Methodology

This section describes the experimental methodology we used to appraise our semi-
sparse algorithm in the recommendation domain. Our system would work without
modifications on an architecture that supports the MPI library with Pthreads.

4.1 Multi-core systems

To evaluate a semi-sparse algorithm based on the specific thread-pool, we ran our
recommender system on the three multi-core systems described in Table 2. Different
multi-core systems allow us to evaluate whether the framework can deliver its fast
speed for a recommender system.

4.2 Distributed systems

MPICH21 provides a standard for low-level inter-processor communication in a clus-
ter. The cluster we used has eight nodes equipped with Intel Xeon 2.0 GHz CPU and
8 GB memory. In this cluster, based on Network Information Services (NIS) [2],
the Network File System (NFS) [15] gives each node a copy of the rated matrix R,
obtained by reading a zip file with zcat [10] directly.

4.3 Applications

In the recommendation application, we selected IPCC as a test semi-sparse imple-
mentation since IPCC was viewed as a time-consuming algorithm for recommenda-
tion. However, three drastically different benchmarks allow us to evaluate whether

1http://www.mcs.anl.gov/research/projects/mpich2/.

http://www.mcs.anl.gov/research/projects/mpich2/
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a semi-sparse recommender system can deliver on its promise: a semi-sparse algo-
rithm for collaborative filtering can achieve a considerable speedup compared with
the state-of-the-art sparse algorithm, while a scalable framework for semi-sparse is
very fast in handling large-scale recommendation for online users in a recommender
system.

In classification, SVMTorch within a Gaussian kernel [4] is generally time-
consuming. SVMTorch can also benefit from a semi-sparse algorithm because, in
the Vector Space Model (VSM), similarity for different sparse vectors is generally
used in different classifiers.

4.4 Data set

The three classical benchmarks for recommendation applications were used to eval-
uate the performance of an item-based CF.

MovieLens (MLens). MovieLens 2 contains 95,580 tags applied to 10,681 movies
by 71,567 users of the online movie recommender service MovieLens.

Movie1600 (M1600). MovieLens1600 was collected through the MovieLens web
site (movielens.umn.edu) during the seven-month period from September 19th, 1997
to April 22nd, 1998.

Netflix. Netflix3 was collected by Netflix in a period of approximately 7 years.
Furthermore, in classification, a skewed data set and a balanced data set are used

to validate the efficiency of semi-sparse in classifying tasks.
WebKB. The WebKB data set4 contains web pages gathered from university com-

puter science departments. The pages are divided into seven categories: student, fac-
ulty, staff, course, project, department and other. After the parsing process, there are
8203 pages (7031 training and 1172 testing) left in the corpus. For the “Title”,“H1”,
and “URL” parts in the page, we give a weight five times more than for those in
“Body”. We kept 28,473 unigram terms that occurred at least once in the training set.

20-newsgroup. This data set from 20 Usenet newsgroups5 consists of 19,997 text
messages (about one thousand text messages per category), and approximately 4 %
of the articles are cross-posted. The stop words list has 823 words, and we kept words
that occurred at least once and messages that had at least one term. Altogether, there
are 19,899 messages (13,272 training and 6637 testing) left in the corpus. We only
keep “Subject”, “Keywords”, and “Content”. The total number of unigram terms is
31,138. Words in “Subject” and “Keywords” are given a weight five times more than
those in “Contents”.

4.5 Parameter settings

In these 5-star-rating benchmarks, those users who rated at least 21 movies will be
kept in R, and the test users (active users or newcomers) were selected out evenly

2http://www.grouplens.org/node/73.
3http://www.netflixprize.com.
4http://www.cs.cmu.edu/afs/cs/project/theo-20/www/data.
5http://kdd.ics.uci.edu/databases/20newsgroups.

http://www.grouplens.org/node/73
http://www.netflixprize.com
http://www.cs.cmu.edu/afs/cs/project/theo-20/www/data
http://kdd.ics.uci.edu/databases/20newsgroups
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Table 3 Different scale of benchmarks

Names #Ratings Scale Train Test

Movie1600 100,000 R943×1682 865 45

MovieLens 10,000,054 R71567×10681 63,709 3320

Netflix 100,480,507 R480,189×17,770 404,316 21,280

from a filtered R (there is one testing user in every 20 users), as summarized in
Table 3. An active user is a new user or a newcomer for a recommender system: this
is a cold start problem in model-based CF algorithms [7, 22, 26]. The given items for
an active user I(a) were selected randomly from this testing user’s item-list, while the
size of I(a) was set to 10 in all evaluation on speed.

For the above two classification corpora, we used the tokenizer tool provided in
the Trinity College sample. Stemming and word clustering were not applied. Original
document vectors were constructed with TF-IDF score. In the training process, we
varied the training error value from default 0.01 to 0.1.

5 Evaluation

In this section, the following points will be presented:

– Appraise the effectiveness of a semi-sparse algorithm for IPCC by comparing
with the traditional sparse algorithm and validate semi-sparse’s effectiveness in
an SVMTorch classifier.

– Illustrate that the semi-sparse method with a thread-pool is more effective than
Pthread.

– Demonstrate that the semi-sparse method using MPI with a thread-pool can give a
good speedup and scalability.

All speedups are calculated with respect to the sequential code for recommenda-
tion.

5.1 Performance overview

Given |I(a)| = 10, Table 4 presents the speedup (higher is better) of IPCC as we
scale the rating matrix Rm×n on the cluster. A speedup is calculated compared to the
sequential code based on the traditional sparse algorithm.

Results in Table 4 show that a recommender system based on semi-sparse pro-
vides a good speedup in all benchmarks. For example in Netflix, on a scale of rating
matrix R425,596×17,770, it costs only 1272 seconds to give 4,974,870 recommenda-
tions for 21,280 testing users. The speedup in Netflix is 32.7, and this included the
elapsed CPU time on initialization for loading Rm×n into memory. Semi-sparse is
more effective for a large scale data set, because it has a relatively low speedup in
MovieLen1600 though the speed of recommendation is extremely fast.

The following sections will give a detailed explanation for this brilliant perfor-
mance.
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Table 4 Overview of speedup

Items MovieLen1600 MovieLens Netflix

Rm×n 6041 × 3706 63,709 × 10,681 425,596 × 17,770

#user 604 3320 21,280

#recommend 48,635 466,976 4,974,870

time-cost(s) 3 24 1272

speedup 2.7 22.3 32.7

Fig. 3 Comparison between traditional sparse algorithm and semi-sparse algorithm

5.2 Semi-sparse algorithm

Compared with the traditional sparse algorithm, the semi-sparse algorithm we pro-
vided can deliver a faster speed. This section will appraise this promise.

5.2.1 Effectiveness in collaborative filtering

Figure 3 illustrates semi-sparse’s speedup compared with a typical sparse algorithm.
IPCC was run on a single thread with a different sparse algorithm. The result from
three types of CPU shows that the semi-sparse algorithm is much faster than the
traditional sparse algorithm. The reason lies in that, on the selected vector in the batch
of multiple processes, the semi-sparse algorithm spares out an excess of judgement
and traverse.
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Fig. 4 Comparison on training time between traditional sparse algorithm and semi-sparse algorithm with
different training error in WebKB

5.2.2 Effectiveness in classification

We select the SVMTorch classifier as an illustration to demonstrate that a semi-sparse
algorithm can boost a classifier’s performance in the training process, as illustrated
in Fig. 4. The modified SVMTorch based on semi-sparse was implemented with C++
and run on a personal computer with 2.33 GHz Pentium CPU and 2 GB memory in
Windows XP.

In SVMTorch’s training process, the most time-consuming step should be getting
the training model in Gaussian kernel space. The elapsed CPU time in this process
is extracted out in Fig. 4 to illustrate that, though there is fluctuation on speedup, a
semi-sparse algorithm can boost this process dramatically.

In 20-newsgroup, Fig. 5 shows that a semi-sparse algorithm has a smaller speedup
than in WebKB, but a semi-sparse algorithm also accelerates the training process
significantly.

Furthermore, the training process based on a semi-sparse algorithm will keep the
original SVMTorch’s accuracy for classifying tasks. For example, SVMTorch based
on semi-sparse has the same accuracy in WebKB or 20-newsgroup as the original
SVMTorch. While, in PSVM [3], ICF will give the training process a reduced accu-
racy for the classifying tasks if the dimension is small.

5.3 Thread-pool

In this section, we show that a semi-sparse algorithm can be readily integrated into a
thread-pool, which is an important contribution to the brilliant performance.
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Fig. 5 Comparison on training time between traditional sparse algorithm and semi-sparse algorithm with
different training error in 20-newsgroup

The following speedups are calculated based on the semi-sparse algorithm, not
the traditional sparse algorithm. Although these values are extracted from different
multi-core platforms in MovieLens benchmarks, the tendency in Fig. 6 is quite clear:
more cores, higher speedup.

We also compared the thread-pool with the traditional Pthread library. The result
in Fig. 7 demonstrates that it is not efficient to use the special thread-pool when the
number of threads is smaller than three, because the traditional Pthread library for
multi-threaded programs works really well. However, if there are over three threads
in a recommender system, the thread-pool can beat the traditional Pthread because the
overhead for thread creation and teardown is reduced by the Thread Pool pattern [18].

5.4 Scalability

Our framework for a recommender system has good scalability in handling large data
sets. MPI is used in assigning tasks on distributed nodes, while the thread-pool is
embedded into every task on a node. A speedup is computed based on the sequential
semi-sparse algorithm on IPCC.

In the MovieLens benchmark, Fig. 8 illustrates: speedup increases with more
nodes, while the rate of growth of speedup decreases. Each node keeps a copy of
Rm×n in the design, so there is a stable cost (8s) on initialization for reading the raw
data. The cost of initialization becomes more and more obvious compared with the
declining overhead on recommendation. Therefore, the speedup grows less quickly
as more nodes are added.
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Fig. 6 Speedup for the thread-pool based on semi-sparse algorithm

Fig. 7 Comparison on speedup between thread-pool and Pthread on MovieLens benchmark

Compared with Fig. 8, the line of speedup in Fig. 9 is steeper than in the Movie-
Lens benchmark, and this means semi-sparse has better scalability on a larger bench-
mark. Compared to MovieLens, the initialization in Netflix occupies a relatively
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Fig. 8 Scalability on MovieLens benchmark

smaller share in the whole process. Thus, it is the intrinsic parallelism in IPCC and
the design that brings the recommender system good scalability.

5.5 Multi-layer optimization on parallelism

In this section, we will give an overview of why the recommender system we offer
can deliver brilliant performance.

In the high-level design for parallelism on IPCC, to reduce the overhead on pass-
ing messages among nodes, only the necessary partial result-array is permitted to be
passed in the design with MPI. In the lightweight parallelism on the thread-pool, to
avoid lock synchronization among threads as much as possible, the reduce-vector is
suggested in the node-level parallelism. As for a basic-level thread, a semi-sparse
algorithm is used to accelerate the similarity comparison by multiplying a selected
vector with a batch of sparse vectors.

These optimizations are represented with the results in the following Table 5. Al-
though the traditional sparse algorithm for IPCC is used in prediction, results in Ta-
ble 5 demonstrate that, in the recommending process for 21,280 testing users, a semi-
sparse algorithm can save 16,896 seconds at least, ThreadPoolWrapperFacade with
semi-sparse can obtain a 5× speedup, and MPI with a thread-pool can achieve 32×
speedup on 8 nodes.
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Fig. 9 Scalability on Netflix benchmark

Table 5 Overview of optimization on parallelism in Netflix benchmark

Items Method Time-cost (s) speedup

Sequential IPCC Traditional sparse 41,609 1.0

Sequential IPCC Semi-sparse 24,713 1.7

Parallel IPCC ThreadPool 8293 5.0

Parallel IPCC MPI with pool 1272 32.7

6 Conclusion

We propose a multi-layer framework with a semi-sparse algorithm to speed the com-
mon collaborative filtering algorithms for recommender systems. To reduce the over-
head on passing messages among nodes, we keep an original data copy on each node
because the data set for PCC is very sparse, and only the result-array is passed among
nodes. In a basic-level thread, we use a semi-sparse algorithm to boost the similarity-
comparison. The effectiveness of semi-sparse is also validated in the SVMTorch clas-
sifier. To reduce the chance of synchronizing threads with mutex-locks, the reduce-
vector is used for the node-level parallelism. This strategy is convenient for a parallel
implementation.

Results from experiments on Netflix, MovieLens1600 and MovieLens demon-
strate that our system achieves a significant speedup compared with the traditional
sparse algorithm. This framework can be used to speed up a cluster algorithm based
on sparse vectors and so on.
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